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   1  Th ere may be a case for some semi-grammaticalized formations, or indeed for a relevant 
continuum – as discussed in Clairis and Babiniotis ( 2005 : 471-473), Tsangalidis ( 2004 ), 
(2009) – but the focus here clearly excludes items like  isos, piθanos,  etc.)   
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   Abstract 
 In the present paper we consider the elements  na ,  θa  and  as , which combine with the fi nite verb 
and give rise to a variety of modal readings, such as future, subjunctive, etc. On the basis of their 
distributional similarities and diff erences, we argue that the elements under consideration are 
situated in the left periphery and fall into two categories:  θa  and  as  have a verbal property, while 
 na  has a locative one which also underlies its deictic use. Th is approach allows us to get a better 
understanding of their current syntactic status, and also has certain implications regarding their 
diachronic development (e.g. ‘grammaticalization’). Our analysis is consistent with the view that 
there is no syntactic category ‘particle’ (Zwicky 1985).  
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     1 Introduction 

 Modality in the grammar of Modern Greek (MG) is expressed in one of the 
following ways: (a) infl ectionally, (b) periphrastically, through the use of 
‘modal particles’, or (c) lexically, through the use of modal verbs of necessity 
and possibility (  prepi  ‘must’,  bori  ‘can’), or adverbs ( isos  ‘maybe’,  piθanos  ‘prob-
ably’, etc.). In this article, we are concerned with the grammatical expression 
of modality, as in (a) and primarily (b), while its lexical expression in (c) is 
largely ignored.  1   

 Th e infl ectional encoding corresponds to a very rudimentary mood opposi-
tion between imperative and non-imperative forms; in the absence of any 
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   2  Past tense formation also requires stress shift in the antepenultimate syllable, thus the pres-
ence of the ‘augment’  e - in the singular and 3 rd  plural is obligatory. In the 1 st  and 2 nd  person 
plural,  e-  is absent (at least in Standard Modern Greek), since the agreement affi  x is bisyllabic 
and the stress appears on the stem vowel ( γráfame, γráfate ).  

   3  Th e 2 nd  person plural appears to overlap with the corresponding indicative one (present 
tense). However, the imperative form can be reduced, while the indicative one cannot.  

further mood distinctions, the latter can be characterized as the equivalent of 
the morphological ‘indicative’. Th e relevant opposition is illustrated in (1a) 
for the imperative and (1b) for the non-imperative/indicative forms (both in 
the active voice). Note that verbs in MG infl ect not only for tense and agree-
ment but also for aspect, yielding a perfective-imperfective opposition.

   (1)    a.  Th e imperative   
  γraf e      γraf (e)te       (imperfective)  
   write .2sg   write .2pl  
  γraps e    γraps (e)te   (perfective)  
   write .2sg  write .2pl  

  b.  Th e non-imperative/ ‘indicative’   
  γraf- o/   is/ i/ ume/   ete/un    (present impfv.)  
  γraps-    o/   is/ i/ ume/  ete/un (present pfv.)  
   write .1sg  2sg3sg  1pl       2pl 3pl  
  eγraf-     a    es  e  ame   ate  2  an (past impfv.)  
  eγraf-  a    es  e  ame   ate   an (past pfv.)  
   wrote .1sg    2sg3sg 1pl        2pl 3pl    

 As (1a) shows, the imperative (almost) always bears a distinct morphology,  3   
can only appear in 2 nd  person, has no tense marking, and is marked for aspect 
(and voice). On the other hand, the indicative infl ects for all persons, has tense 
marking (interacting with agreement marking, as can be seen in (1b)), and is 
also marked for aspect (and voice). 

 Syntactically, the imperative mood has no interrogative, negative or 
subordinate uses, while no such restrictions hold for the indicative, as shown 
in (2):

   (2)      a. *mi γrafe    
   not  write - imp .2sg  

  b. na/as/Ø mi γrafi s  
   prt      not   write .2sg  
  ‘Don’t write’  
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  c. Nomizo    oti eγrafe/           eγrapse/              γrafi /                 θa   γrapsi.  
   think .1sg  that wrote .3sg/ wrote - pfv .3sg/ write -3sg/  prt   write - pfv .3sg  
  “I think that he was writing/wrote/is writing/will write.”  

  d. *Ton δietakse     γrapse.  4    
    him ordered .3sg  write - imp .2sg  

  e. Ton δietakse     na    γrapsi  
   him ordered -3sg prt  write .imp-2sg  
  ‘She ordered him to write’    

 Th e negated imperative in (2a) resorts to the surrogate forms in (2b) which 
may or may not involve a particle such as  na  or  as , but crucially the verbal 
form is that of the (non-imperative) indicative. Th e negator in all cases is 
 mi(n) . On the other hand, typical non-imperative uses take the negator  δen , 
which is incompatible with the particles  na   5   and  as . Th e example in (2c) shows 
that the non-imperative form can be embedded, while this not the case for 
the imperative one in (2d), which in this case is replaced by a  na -clause, as 
in (2e). 

 Th e data in (2) are also representative of the periphrastic encoding of modal-
ity in MG, where the morphemes  as ,  na , and  θa  can combine with any of the 
verbal forms in (1b), yielding a wide range of interpretations. Given that MG 
lacks a morphological subjunctive, it is the combination of the particles  as  and 
most typically  na  with the verb that derives the ‘subjunctive’ uses. On the 
other hand, the combination of  θa  with the verb is taken to correspond to 
‘indicative’ uses, including that of the future. Th is pattern is illustrated in (3) 
(Tsangalidis  2002a ). 

       According to this analysis (see also Philippaki-Warburton  1994 , Holton 
 et al.   1997 ), the crucial distinguishing factor is not morphological but syntac-
tic and has to do with negation: indicative uses take  δen , while subjunctive 
ones take  min . Th us, in the absence of any morphological distinction, fi ner 
mood oppositions in MG are argued to derive periphrastically at the syntactic 

   4  Th e construction in (2d) is grammatical only under the direct quotation reading “ton 
δietakse: γrapse”. As we show in section 3.3, the use of embedded imperatives in MG is 
extremely restricted.  

   5  As pointed out by one of the reviewers, it is possible to fi nd increasing usages of the  na mi 
δen  order (see Veloudis  1982 ). Th is may indeed be a problem for those approaches that use nega-
tion as a diagnostic for mood distinctions (see the discussion of (3) that follows). Our impression 
is that the  na mi δen  formation is not accepted by all speakers. However, given that it exists for 
some speakers at least, some structural analysis that accommodates the co-occurrence of both 
negators is indeed required. We leave this issue open here.  
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level, through the combination of the verb with certain other elements, and 
the presence of diff erent negative morphemes. 

 In this study, we focus on the properties of the three particles, namely  θa , 
 na ,  as , which participate in the periphrastic formations in (2) and which only 
recently have been characterized as ‘modal’ (see Holton  et al.   1997 , Tsangalidis 
 2001 ,  2002a , b). In particular, we consider their common properties which 
satisfy their characterization as ‘modal particles’, as well as their diff erences. 
On the basis of these properties, we then argue that their characterization as 
particles is operative at a descriptive level only, allowing us to capture some of 
their surface properties. At the explanatory level though, the notion ‘particle’ 
receives no substance. We therefore argue that the basic properties of these 
elements cut across a more basic distinction between verbal and non-verbal 
elements. Additionally, we briefl y consider the implications of this analysis for 
their diachronic development.  

  2 Th e modal particles: Similarities and diff erences 

  2.1 Similarities 

 Th e table in (3) shows that the three elements under investigation share a 
number of common properties: fi rst, they combine with all verbal forms, 
along the [+/-past], [+/-perfective] specifi cations. Second, they are monomor-
phemic, unstressed, and uninfl ected. Th ird, they form a complex with the 
verb which is only interrupted by clitics, and in the case of  na  and  as  by nega-
tion as well, as in (4):

   (4)   a. {na, θa, as} to δo.  
    prt    it see .1sg  
  ‘I should see it’, ‘I will see it’, ‘Let me see it.’  

tense/aspect features Simple forms With  tha With  na With  as 

[-past] [-perfective]  γrafo  θa γrafo  na γrafo  as γrafo 
[-past] [+perfective]  γrapso  θa γrapso  na γrapso  as γrapso 
[+past] [-perfective]  eγrafa  θa eγrafa  na eγrafa  as eγrafa 
[+past] [+perfective]  eγrapsa  θa eγrapsa  na eγrapsa  as eγrapsa 
 perfect tenses             
[-past] [+perfect]  exo γrapsi  θa exo γrapsi  na exo γrapsi  as exo γrapsi 
[+past] [+perfect]  ixa γrapsi  θa ixa γrapsi  na ixa γrapsi  as ixa γrapsi 
 Negate with  δen : ‘indicative’ Negate with  min : ‘subjunctive’

   (3)     ‘Indicative’ and ‘subjunctive’    
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  b. {na, as}  min  to δo   cf.  δen  θa  to δo.  
    prt     not    it  see .1sg        not   prt   it   see. 1sg    
  ‘I shouldn’t see it.’      ‘I will not see it.’  

  c. {na, θa, as} (*o Janis) fi ji     (o   Janis).  
    prt      the John      leave. 3sg  the John   
  ‘John should leave’, ‘John will leave’, ‘Let John leave’.    

 Next, they express modality of certain types, and most typically what is char-
acterized as ‘speaker-oriented’ modality in Bybee’s (1985) sense, while they 
exclude other types, such as the ‘agent-oriented’ one (Tsangalidis  2004 ). 

 In relation to the modal readings, consider  θa  fi rst. Th e element  θa  is usu-
ally referred to as the future marker (Philippaki-Warburton  1994 , Rivero 
 1994 , among others), since it contributes to the formation of the future 
tense(s). However, identifying  θa  with the future leaves out a number of other 
interpretations, as shown below (see Tsangalidis  1999 ):

   (5)   (i)  θa  + [-past][+pfv]  
  a.  θa    su γrapso     ena γrama  

   prt   you   write .1sg  a    letter   
  ‘I will write you a letter’  

  b. Enas γnostikos anθropos pote  δe   θa to  kami     afto  
   a     sensible man   never not   prt     it do. 3sg   this   
  ‘A sensible man will never do this’  

  (ii)  θa +  [-past][-pfv]  
  a.  θa    su     γrafo   ena γrama kaθe vδomaδa  

   prt   you write. 1sg  a    letter   every week   
  ‘I will be writing you a letter every week’  

  b. δe les kamja kuvenda ke   si;       i          θa       δjiavazis  i      θa   γrafi s   
   not say. 2sg  any   word      and you ;  either   prt   read .2sg  or  prt   write .2sg  
  ‘Υou don’t say anything; either you’ll be reading or you’ll be writing’  

  c.    I  proti mas pelates  sta      bebe          θa ine        tora peripu 30 xronon  
   the   fi rst    our customers in.the babywear   prt   be .3pl  now almost  30  years   
  ‘Our fi rst customers in baby-wear must be now close to 30 years old’    

 Th e presence of a [-past], [+/-perfective] verb in the (a) examples gives rise to 
a future interpretation (including intentions, orders, promises, threats); imper-
fective aspect corresponds to what is usually referred to as future continuous. 
Th ese formations can also express a generic, habitual, or eternal truth, as in the 
(b) examples (from Tzartzanos  1946 /1989: p. 275, §182; p. 270, §176). 
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Imperfective aspect can further give rise to an epistemic interpretation, as in 
(c) (example from Ben-Mayor  1980 : 63). 

 Partly similar readings arise with a [+past], [+/-perfective] verb. Crucially in 
this case, the future interpretation is not available, as shown below:

   (6)   (i) θ a  + [+past][+pfv]  
  a.   θa tis  milise   

   prt     her talked .3sg  
  ‘He must have talked to her’  

  (ii)  θa +  [+past][-pfv]  
  a.   θa ti  fi luse     an δen  itan  toso kondos  

   prt     her   kissed .3sg,     if     not was so  short   
  ‘He would kiss her if he were not so short’  

  b.  ipe     pos  θa ti       fi luse    otan     jirize        apo  to   taksiδi  
   said .3sg  that   prt   her kissed .3sg  when returned. 3sg  from the journey   
  ‘He said that he would kiss her when he came back from the journey’  

  c.  opjan  kji     an sinanduse,  θa       ti fi luse   
   whoever and if    met .3sg     prt   her kissed .3sg  
  ‘He would (=used to) kiss every girl he met’  

  d.  tote fandazome     θa       ti fi luse   
   then imagine .1sg  prt   her kissed .3sg  
  ‘At that moment I imagine he was kissing her’    

 Th e perfective specifi cation in (6i) yields an epistemic reading, while the 
imperfective in (6ii) gives rise to a conditional in (a), past future in (b), itera-
tive in (c) and epistemic past in (d) (all examples from Hesse  1980 : 63). 

 Finally, the particle  θa  with the perfect tenses yields the following:

   (7)    (i)  θa  + Perfect  
  a.  Se δio lepta   θa exo  teljosi   

   in two minutes   prt   have .1sg  fi nished   
  ‘In two minutes I’ll be fi nished’  

  b.  o θeos kseri       ti  amarties  θa   exete    kani   
   the god     knows   what sins     prt   have .2pl  done   
  ‘God knows what sins you must have committed’  

  (ii)  θa  + Pluperfect  
  a.   Xoris esena  θa ixa          xaθi   sto         δasos  

   without you   prt   had. 1sg  been.lost    in.the woods   
  ‘Without you I would have been lost in the woods’  
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   6  See also the discussion of counterfactuality in Iatridou ( 2000 ), with  θa  only in the 
consequent.  

  b.  Ixe      kanonisi   na    mas erθi                 to    γrama tu   otan    aftos  θa    ixe     
   had .3sg  arranged     prt   us       reach .3sg  the letter      his when he            prt  had.3sg  
   iδi    fi ji   
   already left   
  ‘He had arranged it so that his letter would reach us after he had 
already left’  

  c.  Sta  palja xronja i        oδos  Tsaru  θa     ixe             γnorisi   meγales      δokses  
   in.the old       times      the street Tsaru   prt   had .3sg  known   great               glories   
  ‘In the old days, Tsaros street must have known great glories’    

 Th e available readings with the perfect  θa exo +V in (7i) are future perfect in 
(a) and epistemic in (b) (from Hesse  1980 : 66), while the pluperfect  θa ixa +V 
gives rise to (unreal) conditional in (a), past future perfect in (b) and epistemic 
(remote past) in (c) (all examples in (7ii) from Hesse  1980 : 67).  6   Note that 
epistemic modality arises in all formations, with the exception of [-past], 
[+perfective]. 

 Th e particle  na  also gives rise to modal interpretations in matrix clauses, as 
in (8i).  Na , unlike θ a , can further introduce subordinate clauses, as  complements 
of various predicates (modals, aspectuals, future-referring, verbs of knowing, 
saying, perception and some psych verbs) (see Roussou  2006 ), or as adjuncts 
(conditionals, purpose clauses); some representative examples are provided 
below: (8iia) with volitionals and future-referring predicates, (8iib) with an 
epistemic, (8iic) with modals, (8iid) with a perception verb, and fi nally (8iie) 
with an adjunct purpose clause (see for example Holton  et al .  1997 ).

   (8)    (i)  Matrix clauses   
  a.   Na    pas     amesos!  

   prt   go .2sg  at-once   
  ‘Go at once!’  

  b.   Na    fi γo ?  
   prt   go .1sg  
  ‘Shall I go?’, ‘Can I go?’   

  (ii)  Subordinate clauses   
  a.  Θelo    (protimo,  epiθimo,    katafera…)  na fi γo   

   want .1sg (  prefer .1sg,  wish .1sg,  must .3sg …)  prt     leave .1sg  
  ‘I want (prefer, desire, managed…) to go’   
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  b. Pistevo     na   ta      kataferi   
   believe .1sg  prt   them manage .3sg  
  ‘I believe that he will make it’ (“weak” truth claim)  

  c. Prepi/boro    na fi γo .  
   must/can .1sg  prt   leave .1sg  
  ‘I must/can leave.’  

  d. Ton vlepo    na fevji   
   him see .1sg  prt   leave .3sg  
  ‘I (can) see him go’  

  e. Irθa   (ja) na se δo.  
   came .1sg  ( for)    prt   you see .1 sg   
  ‘I came to see you’    

 According to Joseph & Philippaki-Warburton ( 1987 : 180-181), “Forms with 
 na , when used in main clauses, express command, request, wish, consent, 
promise, unfulfi lled obligation, incredulity, and the like… Th e uniting factor 
in all of the [above] uses of  na,  as well as those of  as,  is that they express the 
attitude of the speaker towards the contents of the sentence which are pre-
sented as nonfactual”. In the subordinate uses of  na , the modality encoded 
depends on the matrix verb and may be altogether absent; the latter case arises 
with the complements of aspectuals or perception verbs as in (8iid), which 
have been treated as instances of ‘live reports’ (cf. Delveroudi  et al .  1994 , 
Veloudis  2001 ). Th e subordinate uses of  na  have also led to its analysis as a 
complementizer (Agouraki  1991 , Tsoulas  1993 ), or as a modal marker and a 
complementizer at once (Roussou  2000 ). 

 Finally, the particle  as  can only appear in matrix clauses. Just like the other 
two particles it also gives rise to modal interpretations, as shown below; exam-
ples (a)-(c) are from Karantzola ( 1995 ), (d)-(e) from Nikiforidou ( 1990 ).

   (9)    a.  as pame    kji   emis   
   prt   go .1pl  and we   
  ‘Let us go, too’  

  b.  as min erθun     afu δe   θelun  
   prt   not  come .3pl  since not want .3pl  
  ‘Let them not come, since they don’t want to’  

  c. ela      sto  parti  mas, kji     as  feris     ke   ton andra  su!  
   come .2sg  to.the party ours and   prt   bring. 2sg  and the husband yours   
  ‘Come to our party, even if you have to bring your husband’  
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  d.  as kanis      ta mathimata su       ke     θa     se     afi so na  vjis          ekso  
   prt   do .2sg  the lessons               yours and    prt    you let .1sg  prt   go .2sg  out   
  ‘If you do your homework, I’ll let you go out’  

  e.  as    vreksi        θe mu!  
   prt   rain .3sg  god my   
  ‘If only it would rain, God!’  

   f.  as mu to elejes   pjo    brosta  
   prt   me it said .2sg  more before   
  ‘You should have said it to me earlier’    

 In (9a),  as  is a hortative, in (9b) it expresses permission, in (9c) concession, in 
(9d) a conditional, in (9e-f ) a wish (the latter unfulfi lled). According to 
Joseph & Philippaki-Warburton ( 1987 : 180) “Forms with  as  express exhorta-
tion, wish, consent, indiff erence, probable inference, and the like. Th e combi-
nation of  as  followed by the imperfect past tense gives an expression of 
unfulfi lled wish or unfulfi lled obligation”. 

 Th e above presentation of the data shows that all three elements, which are 
characterized as particles, give rise to modal readings. Th e modality encoded 
arises as a function of the particle and the verbal form [+/-past], [+/- perfective]. 
Modality can accordingly be epistemic, speaker-oriented,  non-factual, among 
others, but not agent-oriented. As Tsangalidis ( 2004 ) argues, the  particles dif-
fer crucially from other grammaticalized expressions of modality (such as the 
 prepi/bori  ‘semi-auxiliaries’ or the modal auxiliaries in Germanic languages), in 
that they have lost (or indeed never had, as in the case of  na ) all ability to 
theta-mark an agent. Even if they have evolved his torically from verbal sources 
and even if they can still be considered verbal, what makes them clearly gram-
maticalized formations predictably involves this inability, as  predicted by most 
approaches to grammaticalization, irrespective of questions relating to 
 directionality (as discussed in Joseph  2004 ). Th e lack of a theta-grid has 
always been considered criterial for auxiliary status. Indeed,  prepi/bori  
and other auxiliaries have at best a defective theta-grid; however, the parti-
cles can be seen to be even more grammaticalized in that their presence 
does not aff ect theta roles at all. Th us, the semantic eff ect of their presence 
is predicted to be either null (as in  Ton iδa na fevji  ‘I saw him leave’), 
epistemic (as in  θa ton pire o ipnos  ‘he must have overslept’), speaker- 
oriented in the sense of Bybee ( 1985 ) (as in  Na pas  ‘you should go’,  As kanume 
kati  ‘let’s do something’) but  crucially, not agent-oriented: e.g.  θa pao  ‘I will 
go’ does not mean ‘I wish/want/am willing to go’ (cf. also Chila-Markopoulou 
 2001 ). 
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   7  We will not go into the details of how exactly the area of modality is to be divided into dif-
ferent types such as agent-oriented, speaker-oriented, etc., which is beyond the scope of the 
present paper (see Bybee  1985 , Jackendoff   1972 ).  

   8  However, Joseph ( 2001 ) argues that these elements are actually affi  xes.  

 In Cinque’s (1999) terms, at least epistemic and speaker-oriented modali-
ties are realized in the higher part of the clause.  7   If the particles contribute to 
these readings, then we would expect them to appear quite high in the clause-
structure. Additional empirical evidence that this is the case comes from their 
distribution with respect to infl ectional elements such as clitics, as shown in 
(4a-b) above. Based on these pieces of evidence, Roussou ( 2000 ) argues that 
they appear in the left periphery, as roughly illustrated in (10):

   (10)   [ C  { as, na, θa } [ clitic [ I  V+I ]]]    

 Th e position of the clitic marks the edge of the I-domain in (10). 
 So far then, calling all three elements particles allows us to identify a cluster 

of properties common to all of them. From a diff erent perspective, they all 
resemble auxiliaries, and more precisely modal auxiliaries: they combine with 
verbal forms to express modality in a periphrastic way (see Joseph ( 1983 ) for 
a historical explanation). At the same time, they diff er from auxiliaries in two 
important respects: (a) they are neither full words nor affi  xes;  8   they have a 
clitic-like status and form a complex with pronominal clitics and the (main) 
verb –  na  and  as  also allow for negation  min  to be part of this complex. (b) 
Th ey can only convey ‘speaker-oriented’ modalities, excluding any ‘agent-ori-
ented’ ones. 

 In the following section, we turn to the diff erences amongst the three par-
ticles, with the aim to understand their syntactic distribution and also to 
address these questions: whether modality is inherent to them and whether 
their characterization as ‘particles’ is suggestive of their syntactic status.  

  2.2 Diff erences 

 In the previous section, we showed that the elements  na ,  θa , and  as  share a 
number of properties which appear to justify their common categorization as 
‘modal particles’. Considering next their individual diff erences, we observe 
that they exhibit characteristics which refl ect a diff erent categorial status with 
respect to each other. 

 Let us start with the particle  θa . As already shown in (4b) (see also the table 
in (3)),  θa  is negated by  δen , which furthermore precedes  θa , while  na  and  as  
are negated by  min , which follows them. A second diff erence has to do with 
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the fact that  θa  is not sensitive to clause-typing, in the sense that it can appear 
in matrix (e.g., declaratives, interrogatives) and subordinate clauses (following 
a complementizer in the latter case), as shown in (11):

   (11)   a.   θa     fi γo  
   prt   go .1sg  
  ‘I will go’  

  b.   θa     fi jis?  
   prt   go .2sg  
  ‘Will you go?’  

  c.  Mu ipe       oti      θa  fi ji  
   me told .3sg  that   prt   go .3sg  
  ‘He told me that he would go’    

 On the other hand,  na  is sensitive to clause-typing: it can only appear in 
matrix questions, imperatives, or wishes (essentially in non-declarative con-
texts), and can further introduce subordinate clauses as complements or 
adjuncts (cf. (8)). Finally,  as  has a more restricted distribution because, just 
like  na , it is also sensitive to clause-typing. Furthermore, it is restricted to 
matrix clauses and actually non-interrogatives only, typically lacking any sub-
ordinate uses (but see section 3.3).  As , then, is (primarily) a root element, and 
in this respect it has a distribution which is reminiscent of the morphological 
imperative which also cannot be embedded (matrix imperatives typically cor-
respond to  na -clauses in the relevant embedded contexts), and also cannot 
form questions. We consider the similarities and diff erences between  as  and 
imperatives in section 3. 

 Based on their similarities and diff erences, Roussou ( 2000 ) argues that the 
distribution of these particles in the C-domain (the left periphery) corresponds 
to diff erent positions within a more articulated structure (cf. Rizzi  1997 ). In 
particular,  θa  is closer to the I system and occupies the lower C head (Mood/
Modality),  as  appears in a higher C (Operator for clause-typing), while  na  
starts in M and moves to Op, hence its dual status. A representative illustra-
tion is given in (12):

   (12)   a. [ Op  (oti) [ M   θa  [ I  fi ji [ V  ]]]]  
  b. [ Op   na  [ M   t na   [ I  fi ji [ V  ]]]]  
  c. [ Op   as  [ M  [ I  fi ji [ V  ]]]]    

 Th e schematic representations in (12) are further modifi ed to include the pro-
jection of negation (NegP), whose presence in the left periphery is justifi ed on 
the grounds that it is sensitive to modality, given the  δen  vs.  min  alternation. 
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More precisely, the idea is that Neg projects between Op and M. Th is correctly 
predicts that it precedes  θa , yielding  δe θa +V. It also correctly predicts that the 
particle  as  in Op precedes negation, in this case  min . Assuming also that mor-
phological imperatives target a high position in the clause-structure (see Rivero 
 1994 , Rivero & Terzi  1995 , Philippaki-Warburton  1998 ), here identifi ed as 
Op, the prediction is that the presence of  min  would also block V-movement 
to Op. Th erefore imperatives cannot be negated, reverting to the non- 
imperative/indicative forms (cf. (2)), which target a lower (I) position in the 
clause. Th e suggested structure poses a potential problem for the distribution 
of  na  with  min , given that the sequence  na min  is grammatical, so for some 
reason negation does not appear to block  na -movement from M to Op. 
According to Roberts & Roussou ( 2003 ), in this case  na  merges directly in 
Op, while the M head is realized by the negator  min  which is modality-sensi-
tive. In movement terms,  min  merges in M and then moves to Neg;  na  relates 
to M via the Negative head (head-to-head selection). 

 Th e representations in (12) are meant to capture the similarities and diff er-
ences of the three particles, based on their syntactic distribution. At the same 
time, despite treating them all three as modal elements, only  na  and  θa  relate 
to the position M, since  as  directly merges in Op. Th e modal property of  as  
will either have to be inherent or derived by its presence in Op, as part of the 
extended left periphery. So the question that arises on the basis of their diff er-
ences is whether all three elements are inherently modal, or whether modality 
is derived from their presence in the given domain. Moreover, the question 
that remains is whether their characterization as particles is suffi  cient to express 
their distinct categorial distribution. Th e structures in (12) also imply that  na  
and  θa  are more closely related since they share the M property, thus forming 
a natural class that excludes  as  in this respect. As we will see in the following 
section, this is only partly correct in terms of the positions they occupy in the 
left periphery. A closer examination of these elements shows that despite their 
merge in diff erent positions,  θa  and  as  seem to share a verbal base, a property 
that  na  lacks. We turn to this issue immediately below, by reconsidering each 
of the particles.   

  3 Th e particles reconsidered 

  3.1 Th e ‘particle’ NA 

 Let us start our discussion by considering  na , whose syntactic status 
(a  subjunctive/modal marker, a complementizer, or both) has been much 
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      9  Th e standard assumption is that the two elements have a diff erent diachronic source. 
Joseph ( 1981 ) argues that presentational  na  is a loan from South Slavic, casting doubts on the 
etymology off ered by Hatzidakis ( 1905 ) according to which deictic  na  developed from the  ēníde  
( ēn  ‘there’ +  idé  ‘see.imperative) >  ēni+ de ). ‘Subjunctive’  na , on the other hand, originates from 
the earlier subordinator  hína > hiná >na , as is the standard view. In these terms, the two  na  
forms diff er both synchronically and diachronically.  

   10  For Christidis’ analysis the possibly diff erent diachronic sources are not, strictly speaking, 
relevant for a common synchronic treatment of the two uses of  na . His analysis diff ers in this 
respect as well from that of Joseph ( 1981 ).  

debated in the literature. To make things more complicated,  na  can also appear 
in presentational contexts as below: 

   (13)    Na  o       Janis! /  Na   tos!  
   prt  the John/      prt  he-cl  
  ‘Th ere/here is John!’/ ‘Th ere he is!’    

 Th e obvious question is whether the deictic  na  in (13) is (synchronically, at 
least) the same element as the modal  na  we have discussed so far.  9   Joseph 
( 1981 ) argues that the two elements diff er. Deictic  na  has the following prop-
erties: (a) it is stressed and can appear on its own (e.g.  NA!  ), (b) it appears 
before a noun or a pronoun, (c) it is sentence initial (root clauses), and (d) it 
is subject to dialectal variation, showing ‘infl ected’ forms such as  nate  (‘here 
you-plural are’), as argued by Th umb ( 1964 : 155). Subjunctive  na , on the 
other hand, has diff erent properties: (a) it is unstressed (proclitic), (b) it 
appears before a verb, or more precisely the verbal complex, (c) it can appear 
in embedded clauses (strictly speaking, not sentence initial then), and (d) it is 
not subject to dialectal variation. Based on these diff erences, Joseph argues 
that deictic  na  is a predicate, and more precisely a verbal imperative. Under his 
analysis, the properties of deictic  na  are those of an imperative verb: a stressed 
form, restricted to root clauses and followed by clitics. Moreover, being a verb, 
it may show the plural infl ection – te  of imperatives, as in  nate  (cf.  ela-te  ‘you-
plural come’). 

 On the other hand, Christidis (1985, 1990) argues for a unifi ed approach 
of subjunctive (modal) and deictic  na , and shows that deictic  na  may also be 
used to introduce a sentence as in (14):

   (14)    Na  su     po!  
   prt   you tell .2sg  
  ‘(Hey), let me tell you!’    

 Th e subjunctive  na  is just the clitic version of the deictic one.  10   Christidis 
argues that the basic property that underlies the two uses of  na  is some 
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   11  Christidis (1990) actually argues that the unifi cation of the two  na  under a single element 
is a piece of evidence for the existence of the category particle. In terms of his analysis, ‘particles’ 
are neither words, nor clitics or affi  xes, but ‘holophrases’ (borrowing the term from the early 
literature on language acquisition), that is expressions which have ‘a  pre-lexical ,  holistic ,  quasi-
referential  (or  quasi-predicative ) formation.’ (p. 66). As shown below, we take a diff erent view 
and argue that these elements can indeed be categorized along the repertoire of recognizable 
syntactic categories.  

sort of deixis.  11   More precisely, the ‘presentational’ use locates an element out-
side the linguistic context (‘exophoric’), while the ‘subjunctive’ one locates the 
clause with respect to the speaker, the speech time, etc. (‘endophoric’; see also 
Christidis & Nikiforidou 1994). A similar claim is put forward by Veloudis 
( 2001 ) who also unifi es the two synchronic instances of  na  and further argues 
that the emphatic stress that presentational  na  bears is not uncommon amongst 
other pairs of elements (cf. interrogative  pú  – relative  pu ). We add that this 
pattern is also found in English with respect to demonstrative  that  (stressed) 
and complementizer  that  (see Roberts & Roussou  2003 : chapter 3). 

 Adopting and adapting the analysis of Christidis (1985, 1990), we assume 
a unifi ed account of the two  na  (which is then treated as a polysemous ele-
ment, see Tsangalidis  2002b ,  2004 ). We take the underlying deictic property 
of  na  to be that of location, thus treating it formally as a locative (Loc) ele-
ment. A (synchronic) unifi ed account can also capture the diff erences between 
the two uses of  na . Th e stressed vs. non-stressed pattern is something that is 
independently attested, and therefore not a particular property of  na . Next, 
the two uses of  na  diff er syntactically in terms of complement selection. 
In particular, the deictic use arises when  na  takes a nominal complement (full 
DP, or a clitic), while the modal use arises when  na  takes a clausal comple-
ment. Th e two uses can be interpolated, as in the example in (14) where  na  
gives rise to a deictic reading with a clausal complement. Next, when used 
deictically,  na  is mainly restricted in root clauses. Finally, dialectal variation 
can also arise in the case of modal  na . Markopoulos ( 2006 ) shows that in some 
Modern Greek dialects  na  can be preceded by the complementizer  oti  ( oti 
na+V  ), an option which is excluded in Standard Modern Greek. In short, a 
unifi ed account of  na  as a Loc element can also account for the independent 
diff erences attested between its ‘deictic’ and ‘modal’ use. Note fi nally, that 
assigning a Loc feature to  na  does not exclude the fact that it can also have 
predicative uses, as argued for by Joseph ( 1981 ) for deictic  na . Being a predi-
cate, however, does not necessarily imply a verbal status; in this respect we 
diff er from Joseph (op. cit). Note that we can still maintain the diff erent dia-
chronic sources of the two instances, while assigning them a unifi ed status 
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synchronically. We provide a brief discussion of the diachronic development 
of ‘subjunctive’  na  in section 4. 

 Since this paper is about  na  in relation to the other two particles ( θa  and  as ), 
we will not discuss deictic  na  any further. Th e idea that  na  is a locative element 
has one further implication, namely that it is not inherently modal. If this is 
correct, then its association with modality will have to be syntactically derived 
by merging in the left periphery of the clause where modality and clause- 
typing (or more generally intensionality) is expressed (see also Manzini & 
Savoia ( 2007 ) on Albanian  të  which is both an article in the nominal system 
and a ‘modal’ particle in the clause). In this respect, the structure in (12b) is 
slightly modifi ed as follows:

   (15)   [ Loc   na  [ COp/M  [ (clitic) [ I  [ V  ….]]]]] (Revised (12b))    

 Whether  na  merges above the two C heads (M and Op) or in between is cur-
rently left open, although its interaction with intensionality along with modal-
ity seems to support the former view schematically represented in (15). Th e 
properties of the two C heads will become more apparent once we consider 
the other two particles.  

  3.2 Th e ‘particle’ ΘA 

 Consider next the particle  θa , which as shown in section 2 does not interact 
with clause-typing and for this reason (among others) it can be taken to occur 
in a low C (M) head (cf. (12a)). It was further shown that the future reading 
associated with  θa  is only one of the various other modal readings which arise 
with all the verbal forms (while futurity is mainly restricted to the non-past 
forms, most typically found with the [-past], [+perfective]). 

 In the light of the discussion regarding  na , two questions arise: fi rst, what 
sort of category  θa  corresponds to, and second, whether some modifi cation of 
the structure in (12) is further required. Th e basic diff erence of  θa  with respect 
to  na  is that it is not sensitive to clause-typing, can be embedded under typical 
complementizers like  oti  ‘that’ and  an  ‘if ’, and is preceded by negator  δen  
(instead of  min ). Perhaps at this point, a better understanding of the morpho-
syntactic properties of  θa  comes from MG dialectal evidence, where  θa  has 
diff erent realizations, as in (16a) (Markopoulos  2006 ) and/or can be followed 
by a  na -complement as in (16b):  12  

   12  Although some Greeks might not have experience with  θe na  futures, it does occur dialec-
tally. For example, it is very common in places like Crete (see the texts from a series of oral 
interviews in the following website http://digitalcrete.ims.forth.gr/MusicalRoutes/index.php).  
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   13  V. Spyropoulos (p.c.) has pointed out to us that the  θela +fi nite verb construction is quite 
common in West Peloponnese, in areas like Amaliada.  

   (16)   a.   δa, ha, a, aa, θθa, θa, sa, θi,  ….  

  b. θe       na  fi γo.  
   prt   prt  leave-1sg  
  ‘I will leave’    

 (16a) shows patterns of variation regarding the phonological realizations of  θa  
which is nevertheless followed by the main verb. It is also possible to fi nd the 
form  θelá  (see Pangalos  1955  on Cretan) which is uninfl ected and in this 
respect it diff ers from its lexical source, namely the volitional  θelo  (‘want’) that 
historically is the source of  θa  (for a discussion on the development of  θa  see 
Joseph  1990 , Horrocks  1997 , Tsangalidis  1999 , Pappas  2001 , Pappas & 
Joseph  2001 , Roberts & Roussou  2003 ; for a more recent and thorough dis-
cussion see Markopoulos  2009 ).  13   (16b) is in some ways more interesting 
because  θe  ( < θelo ) is followed by a  na -clause. Something similar is taken to 
hold for the Cypriot form  enna +V (see the above references), although it is 
unclear whether  enna  is synchronically construed as  (θ)en+na , or as a single 
lexical item. Th is very brief presentation suffi  ces to show that in some dialects 
 θa  seems to retain a form that makes it closer to its verbal source, either because 
it looks like an uninfl ected  θelo  (the same for all persons and numbers, i.e.  θela 
fi γo /  fi jis/ fi ji , etc.), or because it is a reduced form that maintains the  na -
complement pattern of  θelo , as in  θe na+V  (again  θe  lacks infl ection). 

 Regarding the phonological reduction to forms like  θa  or  θe  for example, it 
is interesting to point out that this is also attested with the lexical verb  θelo  in 
(Standard) MG, as illustrated in (17) below:

   (17)   θelo,       θelis ~  θes , θeli,                 θelume ~    θeme , θelete ~ θete , θelun(e) ~  θen(e)   
   want .1sg,  want .2sg,     want .3sg,  want .1pl,                     want .2pl,   want .3pl    

 Th is kind of reduction is quite common with verbs whose use is highly fre-
quent in the spoken language (cf. also the case of the verb  le(γ)ο  ‘say’:  leo, les, 
lei, leme, lete, len(e) ). Th us the reduced form  θe  is not really unexpected. 
According to Markopoulos ( 2009 : 186-208)  θe  is a 3 rd  person form which 
derived under deletion of the intervocalic [l] along with deletion of the fi nal 
[i]. In the absence of any obvious agreement infl ection, it became compatible 
with any person specifi cation carried over by the verb in the  na -complement. 
Th is construction is attested with volitional meaning in the texts of 14 th  c. AD 
onwards. Markopoulos analyzes  θe  as the equivalent of a volitional particle, 
and traces its development to possible infl uence under language contact with 
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   14  Note that the availability of a similar pattern in Albanian may weaken Markopoulos’ 
(2009) claim that the emergence of  θe na  is due to a Romance (Old Venetian) infl uence.  

   15  Th e same verb is also used for the expression of necessity, with  do  or the stylistically prefer-
able  duhet , followed by a participle (Camaj1984: §184, §185).  

Old Venetian (which had the form  vol  for the 3 rd  singular of  voglio  ‘want’), 
corroborated by the fact that  θe na  occurs in those geographical areas under 
Venetian control (e.g. Cyprus, Crete) (but see Joseph  2009  for a critique). In 
the same period, the full form  θeli  is attested with a  na -complement, but with 
a deontic reading (for (Standard) MG, see Roussou  2005 ). Turning back to 
the MG dialectal data, it is not very clear whether  θe  followed by  na  always has 
a future reading, or some other modal reading. In the absence of any further 
empirical evidence at this point, we leave this issue open. What suffi  ces for our 
purposes is the fact that, irrespective of the readings, we fi nd not only the 
particle  θa , but also other forms that relate to the same lexical source, and 
which are either followed by a fi nite verb or a  na -clause. 

 It is interesting to note that the formal equivalent of the  θe na  construction 
attested synchronically and diachronically in the Greek dialects is also found 
in Albanian.  14   As already mentioned in the previous section, Albanian, like 
MG, has a ‘subjunctive’ (modal) particle, namely  të . It also resembles MG in 
that the future tense is formed periphrastically, with the element  do  followed 
by a  të -clause, as in the following example:

   (18)    do  të       sjellë  
  prt prt bring  
  ‘I will bring’    

 In (18), the particle  të  may be absent, at least in Southern Tosk dialects, yield-
ing  do sjellë , which is very close to the Greek  θa +V. According to Camaj ( 1984 : 
§182-§186)  do  is a fi xed form derived from the 3 rd  person ( do(n) ) singular of 
the volitional verb  dua  (cf.  thelo > the (na) ). Th e  do- periphrasis can also give 
rise to other modal readings, such as present and preterite conditional, depend-
ing on the verbal form embedded under  të  in the  do  construction. More pre-
cisely: (a) the present conditional is formed when the verb in the  të -clause is 
past imperfective (called the ‘imperfect indicative’) (cf.  θa eγrafa  in MG), and 
(b) the preterite conditional is formed when the embedded verb is in the plu-
perfect (e.g.  kam  ‘have’ + participle) (cf.  θa ixa γrapsi ).  15   Camaj analyzes  do  – as 
well as the reduced modal  mund  (‘be able’) – as a form of the modal verb 
which has a particle status, further noting that: “Th e more completely the 
modal verbs are conjugated, the more semantically independence they achieve, 
i.e. their original meaning is strengthened…Th e modal functions of these 
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verbs are not dependent upon whether they are fully conjugated or not, but 
upon the sequence of their periphrastic constructions” (p. 155, §186). A simi-
lar point has been made for the  θa -periphrases in MG (Tsangalidis  1999 , 
 2002b ,  2009 ). 

 Th e empirical evidence discussed so far from MG (Standard and dialects) 
and Albanian lends some insight into the properties of the particle  θa , as a 
verbal element. In other words,  θa  is a form of the verb  θelo , which lacks any 
kind of infl ection, simply consisting of a reduced verbal base. Th is is similar to 
 do  in Albanian, which is also treated by Camaj ( 1984 ) as a verb;  do  can take 
either a ‘subjunctive’ or a main fi nite verb as its complement (possibly subject 
to dialectal variation). In Greek, dialectal  θe  takes a ‘subjunctive’-complement 
(a full clause), while  θa  takes a fully infl ected verb. In all cases the ‘particle’ has 
no infl ectional properties of its own (hence its uninfl ected character). 

 Focusing on θ a , the preceding discussion does not seem to provide any 
evidence against the structure we have given in (12a), where  θa  occupies the 
lower C (M) head, and therefore no modifi cation is required. However, we 
have elaborated on the properties of  θa  which is now treated as a verbal ele-
ment. Furthermore, if we assume, following Manzini & Savoia ( 2007 ), that 
the C positions (like M or Op for example) are scope positions of the verb in 
the left periphery, then the presence of  θa  in M is consistent with its verbal 
status. In the absence of any infl ectional properties, it forms a syntactic com-
plex with the main verb which carries all argument-denoting properties 
(infl ectional endings, object clitics/DPs), as part of the same clause. 
Synchronically, the modal character of  θa  is derived by its generation (merge) 
in M (historically, it is arguably related to its development out of a volitional 
verb; see section 4). Recall that in the previous section we argued that  na  is not 
inherently modal, has the Loc property and merges in its own position above 
M. Its modal character is not inherent but acquired through its presence in the 
left periphery and its association with the verbal forms its combines with. If 
this is correct, then incompatibility of  na  with  θa , i.e. * na θa , cannot be due 
to the fact that they both compete for the same M position. Instead, it will 
have to be attributed to a selectional restriction of  na  (see Philippaki-Warburton 
( 1998 ), who makes a similar claim, though based on diff erent assumptions; 
for an elaboration on  na  in relation to the complementizers  oti ,  pu  (‘that’) and 
 an  (‘if ’), as well as  θa , see Roussou ( 2010 )). 

 Consider next the  θe na  construction as in (16b), with the following 
paradigm:

   (19)   θe na {fi γο, fi jis, fi ji, fi γume, fi jete, fi γun}    

 Just like  θa ,  θe  also retains its verbal property (cf. Albanian  do ), and has no 
independent argument structure. Th e latter is provided by the verb inside the 
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 na -clause. Unlike  θa  though, it does not directly embed a fi nite verb but a 
clausal complement introduced by  na , as is the case with Albanian  do . It is 
possible to argue that (19) is formally a biclausal structure, with  θe  appearing 
in the matrix M and  na  introducing the embedded clause. Since a detailed 
discussion would take us too far afi eld at this point, we leave the analysis of 
(19) open (but see Roussou  2009  for suggestions and discussion). 

 Th e element  θe  behaves like the Albanian  do  and  mund , and only partly like 
the other modal verbs in MG, such as  prepi  ‘must’ and  bori  ‘can’, which also 
take a  na -complement, as illustrated below:

   (20)   a.  Boro na  fevγo/*fevjis.  
   can      prt   go. 1sg/ go .2sg  
  ‘I can go’  

  b.  Bori na   fi γο/fi jis.  
   can    prt   go .1sg/ go .2sg  
  ‘It is possible that I/you, etc. may be going’  

  c.  Prepi na    fevγo/fevjis, etc.  
   must   prt   go .1sg/ go .2sg  
  ‘I/you must be going, etc.’  
  ‘It is necessary that I go/ you go, etc.’    

 Note that only  boro  fully infl ects for person in its dynamic (ability, permis-
sion) interpretation, while it appears in 3 rd  singular in the epistemic construc-
tion. On the other hand,  prepi  has lost its personal endings, thus being 
restricted to 3 rd  person singular, which is nevertheless compatible both with 
deontic and epistemic modality (the latter depends on the combination of 
tense and aspect in the embedded predicate, and is possible with present tense 
only on the modal). Th is brief discussion of  prepi  and  bori  (see Tsangalidis 
 2004 ,  2009 ) shows that the MG modals of necessity and possibility do not 
behave alike with respect to their infl ectional endings;  θe  is even further 
reduced compared to  prepi,  as it has no infl ectional ending. We tentatively 
conclude that the lack of any infl ection on  θe  makes its merger in the left 
periphery, i.e. in M, a viable option, while  prepi  and  bori  merge in I. Finally, 
whether or not the  θe na -construction gives rise to modal readings beyond 
futurity is an open issue and cannot be answered at this point, without a more 
elaborate investigation of its distribution in the MG dialects. 

 Th e pattern that has just been attested for  θa  – and its Albanian counterpart 
 do  – is quite pervasive. Cardinaletti & Giusti ( 2000 ) off er similar evidence 
with the verb  iri  ‘go’ in the Southern Italian dialect of Marsalese, and argue 
that “semi-lexical motion verbs are lexical categories merged as functional 
heads” (their (1)). For example, the verb  iri  ‘go’ can take an infi nitival 
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 complement as in (21a), an infl ected complement as in (21b), as well as a 
fi nite complement introduced with  mi,  as in (21c) below:

   (21)   a.  Vaju  a pigghiari  u  pani.  
   go . 1sg    to  fetch - inf     the   bread   

  b.  Vaju   a pigghiu      u  pani.  
   go . 1sg   to  fetch .1sg    the   bread   

  c.  Vaju mi pigghiu      u    pani.  
   go .1sg  prt       fetch .  1sg  the bread   
  ‘I go to fetch the bread.’    

 Th e relevant contrast in their discussion involves the constructions in 
(a) and (b). Th ey show that in the (b) construction, the motion verb can only 
be in the present indicative or imperative, excludes fi rst and second person 
plural ( emu  and  iti  respectively), presumably on the grounds that these are 
not formed with the  va - base, and may also appear in a reduced form  va  for all 
the available persons (namely 1 st , 2 nd , 3 rd  singular and 3 rd  plural). No such 
restrictions hold in the (a) construction (with the infi nitive) where all verbal 
forms of ‘go’ are possible. Th ey also argue that the motion verb in (b) does not 
have any independent argument structure, and for this reason the 
structure in (b) is mono-clausal with the motion verb appearing high in the 
structure. 

 To summarize, we have argued that  θa  in MG is a verbal element which 
merges in the (lower) left periphery and takes a fi nite verb as its complement. 
Since it lacks any argument structure of its own, all its argument-properties 
are those provided by the main verb. A similar situation holds with dialectal 
 θe , which, however, takes a full clausal complement, but which also shares the 
argument structure of the embedded verb. We have also provided comparative 
 evidence from Albanian, which also has a verbal ‘particle’ of this sort that can 
take either a ‘subjunctive’ ( të -) complement or a fi nite verb (southern Tosk 
dialects).  

  3.3 Th e ‘particle’ AS 

 Th e last element to consider in this section is the ‘particle’  as . Given the pre-
ceding discussion, we have the following options regarding the syntactic 
nature of  as : it resembles  na , it resembles  θa , or it is something altogether dif-
ferent. Th e evidence we have considered so far seems to favor its analysis as 
comparable to  na , on the grounds of the negation facts and its interaction 
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with the intensionality of the clause. As we show below, however, a closer 
examination reveals that  as  is categorially closer to  θa . 

 Th e element  as  is not simply restricted to the ‘particle’ use, as in (22c), but 
is also attested as the imperative form of the MG verb  afi no  ( < afi e:mi ), as in 
(22a-a’) and (22b-b’):

   (22)   a.  Ase   me!           a’. As    ton(e)!  
   leave .2sg  me            leave .2sg  him   
  ‘Leave me!’             ‘Leave him!’  

  b.  Ase   me  na    to kano!     b’. As    ton  na    to kani  
   leave .2sg  me    prt   it  do .1sg         leave .2sg  him   prt   it   do .3sg  
  ‘Let me do it!’          ‘Let him do it!’  

  c.  As to kanume!   
   let it do .1pl  
  ‘Let us do it!’    

 As (22) shows, the clitic follows both the particle  as  and the imperative  as(e) . 
In (22b-b’) the complement of the imperative  as(e)  is a  na -clause. In (22a-a’), 
on the other hand, the imperative is the main verb. In (22c), the complement 
of (particle)  as  is the clause itself which has a fully infl ected verb. 

 Another property that the imperative  as(e)  and the particle  as  share is that 
they are by-and-large restricted to root contexts. In some languages, impera-
tives can be embedded (Platzack  2007 ), while in other languages, imperatives, 
to the extent they can be embedded, do so in a very limited set of contexts. For 
example, Crnic & Trihn ( 2009 ) show that embedded imperatives can also 
appear in English in a sentence like  he said call him  where  he  and  him  are 
coreferential. A direct quotation would have maintained the 1 st  person pro-
noun of the speaker, i.e.  He said: “Call me” . Crnic & Trihn off er more argu-
ments that show that embedded imperatives are available and also discuss the 
conditions that determine this restricted distribution. In particular, they 
assume that imperatives cannot be embedded due to their performative char-
acter; this condition is relaxed under some predicates (such as ‘say’) in English. 
We will not get into the details of their account, since a discussion of impera-
tives in general is beyond the scope of our paper. For present purposes, it suf-
fi ces to show that there are ways to distinguish between an embedded 
imperative vs. a direct quotation. 

 In light of the above, consider the following examples in MG: 

   (23)   a.  pro i  ipe    tilefonise  tu i   
   pro said .3sg  call .3sg  him   
  ‘He said call him’  
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  b.  pro i  ipe:   “tilefonise mu i ”  
   pro said .3sg  call .3sg    me   
  ‘He said “call me”’    

 Th e example in (23a) contrasts with that in (23b): in the former the person of 
the coreferential clitic changes to 3 rd  person, while in the latter it is in 1 st  per-
son (the speaker), as is expected of direct quotations. As (24) below shows the 
same pattern is shared by the particle  as :

   (24)   a.  pro i  ipe     as tu i  tilefonisis  
   pro said .3sg  prt   him call .2sg  

  b.  pro i  ipe:   “as    mu i   tilefonisi”  
   pro said .3sg  prt   me   call .3sg  
  ‘He said call him’  

   Bearing in mind that the distribution of imperatives is indeed quite restricted, 
what is important to note is that there is no particular contrast regarding (23a) 
and (24a). In other words, particle  as  shares some morphosyntactic properties 
with the morphological imperative. 

 Despite similarities, particle  as  and imperative  as(e)  diff er as well. As shown 
in (22a), imperative  as  takes the ending – e , i.e.  ase , which can delete in the 
context of a following stop consonant, as (22a’), but not otherwise, as in (22a) 
for example. However, particle  as  can never take the ending  –e , as shown 
below: 

   (25)   a.  As/*ase majirepsume.  (cf. (22a), (22b))  
   let      cook .1pl  
  ‘Let’s cook’   

  b.   as/*ase  telionume.   (cf. (22a’), (22b’))  
   prt    fi nish .1pl  
  ‘Let’s fi nish!’    

 If – e  is the imperative infl ection, then one basic diff erence between the imper-
ative form  as(e)  of the verb  afi no  and the particle  as  is that the latter is unin-
fl ected. If indeed  as  is a verbal element, i.e. an uninfl ected form of the verb 
 afi no , then it shares certain properties with the particle  θa  which was also 
analyzed as verbal. What these two elements have in common, then, is that 
they lack infl ection, merge in the left periphery (cf. (12)), and any argument-
denoting properties are provided by the main verb (in I). 

 A second diff erence between the two uses of  as  has to do with negation. 
As already shown in the previous section, imperative verbs cannot be negated 
in MG (Rivero  1994 , Rivero & Terzi  1995 , Philippaki-Warburton  1998 ). 
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When negation is present, the non-imperative form of the verb is used instead 
(cf. also (2a-b) in section 1). On the other hand,  as  is not aff ected by negation, 
as shown below:

   (26)   a.  *mi ase  me   but :     mi  me afi sis  
   not let - imp   me          not me  leave .2sg  

  b.  as mi me afi sis.  
   prt   not me let .2sg  
  ‘Don’t leave me!’    

 Th e data in (26) may appear problematic for the analysis of  as  as an unin-
fl ected verbal form. However, the diff erence with respect to negation can be 
accounted for once we bear in mind that ‘particle’  as  merges directly in a posi-
tion above negation as shown in (12c) above. Th e structure is repeated below 
in (27a) for the sentence (26b) and in (27b-c) for the imperative verb:

   (27)   a.  [ Op   as  [ Neg  mi [ M  [ CL  me [ I  afi sis [ V  ]]]]]]  
  b.  *[ Op   as(e)  [ Neg  mi [ M  [ CL  to [ I  (ase) [ V  ]]]]]]  
  c.  [ Op  [ Neg  mi [ M  [ CL  me [ I  afi sis [ V  ]]]]]]    

 If  as  merges directly in Op, then it is outside the scope of negation, with the 
latter scoping over the clause that follows. In the case of the imperative, the 
verb would have to raise from I to Op (possibly passing through M as well), a 
movement which is blocked by the intervening negation. Note that this move-
ment would put the verb outside the scope of negation, giving rise to an ill-
formed output.  16   

 According to the above, the particle  as  is a verbal element (with  afi no  as its 
lexical source), which merges in a position (Op) that can also be targeted by 
V-moment in imperatives. We showed that there are similarities between the 
particle  as  and the imperative  as(e)  in this respect (see Tsangalidis  2002b ). Any 
diff erences are accounted for independently: the particle is an uninfl ected 
form and therefore compatible with any agreement infl ection provided by 
the main verb. With respect to negation, we argued that  as  is merged outside 
 min  and there are no intervention eff ects. Negation, however, intervenes 
with morphological imperatives on the assumption that the latter move to 
Op. Movement over negation gives rise to the wrong scope interactions, hence 

   16  Th e Head Movement Constraint (HMC) invoked in previous analyses is here accounted 
for in terms of scope. In other words, even if negation does not intervene syntactically (assum-
ing that it bears features which do not aff ect verb-movement), it nevertheless intervenes at a 
semantic level aff ecting scope.  
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the ungrammaticality. Th e alternative option is for negated imperatives to 
resort to the non-imperative form of the verb, which moves as far as I. 

 To conclude, in the present section, we have reconsidered the properties of 
the so-called particles. We have shown that each of them shares features with 
other lexical items, casting doubts on their characterization as a distinct syn-
tactic category called ‘particle’. In this respect, we agree with Zwicky ( 1985 ) 
who argues that particles reduce to independently known syntactic categories. 
In the case of  θa  and  as , the relevant category is that of the verb. What makes 
 θa  and  as  special is the lack of any infl ection, which renders them compatible 
with any such properties provided by the main verb. On the other hand, we 
argued that  na  is not verbal. Based on its dual status as a ‘subjunctive’/modal 
marker and a ‘deictic’ element, and adapting Christidis (1985, 1990), we 
argued that  na  has a Locative feature. While  θa  and  as  merge in M and Op 
respectively, i.e. positions also available to V-movement (at least Op is avail-
able for non-negated imperatives in MG; it’s not so obvious that V-movement 
lands in M though – we leave this issue open),  na  has its own position possibly 
above Op in the left periphery.   

  4 Remarks on diachronic development 

 We are not going to examine the historical development of the particles in 
any detail; briefl y, concerning  θa,  the standard assumption in the literature 
is that it has derived from the volitional verb  θelo  ‘want’ through various 
stages (as discussed in works such as Joseph  1990 , Horrocks  1997 , Tsangalidis 
 1999 , Pappas  2001 , Pappas & Joseph  2001 , Roberts & Roussou  2003 , 
Markopoulos  2009 ), and for this reason it is considered a classical example of 
grammaticalization. Similarly,  as  can be seen as a product of grammaticaliza-
tion from a verbal source, as it derives from the Ancient Greek verb  aphie:mi  
‘let’ or ‘leave’, and more precisely the imperative form of the second aorist 
 aphes  (see, e.g., Nikiforidou  1990 ,  2001 ). However, in the case of ‘subjunctive’ 
 na , the historical source is the subordinator  hina , which in Ancient Greek 
introduced purpose clauses (for a discussion, see Joseph  1983 , Roberts & 
Roussou  2003 , Philippaki-Warburton & Spyropoulos 2004, among others). 
Th e original element  hina  was a locative adverb (also used as circumstantial), 
according to the entry provided by Liddell & Scott (1968: 830), allowing 
for an NP complement as well. If MG  na  is also analyzed as a locative head, 
then this indicates that despite the various morpho-phonological, syntactic 
(in terms of distribution) and semantic changes, its core categorial property 
has remained. 
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 Th ese historical considerations need not aff ect the synchronic status of the 
particles directly. According to the discussion in the previous section, the 
‘modal particles’ of MG can reduce to two types of syntactic categories:  θa  and 
 as  consist of a verb base, while  na  functions as a locative. Irrespective of their 
historical source, their modal character arises from the domain they merge in, 
namely the left periphery, as well as the way they interact with the verbal 
forms along the [+/-past], [+/-perfective] specifi cations. At least in a syn-
chronic approach, the term particle has descriptive value as it allows us to 
draw certain distributional and (partly) interpretational generalizations, but it 
does not seem to carry any explanatory value, as a closer investigation shows 
that there is no syntactic category ‘particle’. 

 In view of the above, a number of implications arise concerning the dia-
chronic development of  θa, na  and  as . Th e fi rst implication relates to the issue 
of categorial reanalysis. If  θa  and  as  retain their original verbal base, then their 
development does not involve any categorial change; i.e., they seem to have 
retained their original verbal character, although they do not have any inde-
pendent argument structure. Th is is one of many related reductions (of both 
meaning and form) and what should be interesting in a synchronic syntactic 
approach is their position of merge in their current stage of development. 
Such an approach is consistent with the analysis of Roberts & Roussou ( 2003 ) 
who argue that ‘grammaticalization’ is simply an epiphenomenon that involves 
loss of movement/Agree steps and merger of the ‘new’ element to a higher 
position. 

 Th e second implication is that the appearance of the three ‘particles’ in the 
left periphery is nothing more than a ‘historical accident’. All three elements 
resemble auxiliaries in that they combine with a verb; at the same time they 
could be argued to resemble (and interact with) infl ectional elements (such as 
infl ectional tense and mood), while they appear in the left periphery, unlike 
infl ectional elements in MG. Th e relevant facts may be accommodated in 
either a functional approach to grammaticalization (e.g. along the lines of 
Bybee  et al .  1994 ) or a formal approach (as in Roberts & Roussou  2003  or van 
Gelderen  2004 ); however, we are not going to pursue this issue any further 
here. 

 Regarding their semantic development, the implication is that this can 
coincide with formal reduction or it can also precede it. To be more precise, 
certain meanings may arise without necessarily involving reduction in form. 
Th is is clearly shown if we compare the development of  θa  and  as  with that of 
the modals of necessity and possibility in MG (as well as of the modals in 
English). Th e former, but not the latter, show an obvious reduction in form 
and obviously involve a greater loss of semantic content as well. However, 
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both sets of elements have in many cases lost the ability to theta-mark an 
Agent. Th erefore, there is no indication that this particular semantic property 
specifi cally correlates with ‘particle’ status. Indeed, these modal particles are 
more reduced items than modal auxiliaries, just as modal auxiliaries are more 
reduced items than full lexical verbs. Despite the loss of particular properties 
(e.g. person agreement, aspect marking, etc.) in the case of modal auxiliaries, 
their verbal nature has not been denied. Extending this rationale to the parti-
cle case (of  θa  and  as ), the even greater loss of verbal features apparently makes 
them less verb-like elements but does not suffi  ce to support categorial change 
(cf. our fi rst implication above). Th is discussion however is obviously irrele-
vant to the development of  na  from an adverbial to a purpose subordinator 
use to its present-day status. Overall, there is apparently a comparable degree 
of formal and semantic reduction in the case of all three particles; they also 
share a number of surface similarities, as we have discussed above (see also 
Tsangalidis  2001 ); in eff ect, the term ‘particle’ refl ects an intermediate descrip-
tive stage in the developmental paths from full word to affi  xal status. However, 
we have argued that the original sources still defi ne their current status, an 
idea not incompatible with standard assumptions in all approaches to gram-
maticalization. It is not a trivial observation that  θa  and  as  can be grouped 
together as they are both descendents of full lexical verbs, while  na  isn’t. In the 
case of the former particles, there is clearly  loss  of the ability to theta-mark an 
Agent, whereas in the case of  na  this was never an issue.  

  5 Conclusions 

 In the present paper we have considered some properties of the ‘modal  particles’ 
in MG. First we considered their similarities which seem to necessitate their 
single characterization under the term ‘particle’. We next considered their 
individual diff erences which relate to their distribution; more precisely, their 
availability in embedded clauses (which distinguishes  as  from  θa  and  na ) and 
their ability to introduce subordinate clauses (which distinguishes  na  from  θa  
and  as ). In this context we showed that these elements may independently 
occur in other confi gurations as well. In particular,  na  has a demonstrative-like 
use in presentational contexts;  θa  may be related to a fully-infl ectional para-
digm of its source verb (the volitional  θelo ), while  as  correlates with the imper-
ative of the verb  afi no . Historically, they derive from diff erent sources:  na  from 
a subordinator (< adverb),  θa  and  as  from verbs. We argued that  θa  and  as  are 
verbal elements, while  na  is a locative. We fi nally considered some implica-
tions regarding their ‘grammaticalization’ and showed that the term ‘particle’ 
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is both synchronically and diachronically a descriptive label, without any 
explanatory value.  
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